
 

Stress Summary 

Why Stress? 

Whether it’s your five-year-old melting down in frustration over trying to get shoes on or your 

seven-year-old throwing their pencil across the room at homework time when they cannot figure 

out a problem, stress and how to deal with it can become a daily challenge if you don’t create 

plans and strategies for dealing with it.  

Tip These steps are done best when you and your child are not tired or in a rush.  

 

Tip Intentional communication and a healthy parenting relationship support these steps. 

Step 1. Get Your Child Thinking by Getting Their Input 

● Engage your child in a conversation to understand your child’s thoughts and feelings.  

○ “When do you feel worried, anxious, or stressed?” 

○ “What time of day?” 

○ “What people, places, and activities are usually involved?”   

● Use your best listening skills. Listen closely to what is most concerning to your child 

without projecting your own thoughts, concerns, and feelings. 

● Practice actively listening to your child’s thoughts, feelings, and worries. The best way to 

find out whether or not your child is stressed is by offering a safe space for them to talk 

about their worries without fearing judgment.  

● Paraphrase what you heard your child say. A conversation might go something like this: 

○ Child: “I asked my teacher today why she didn’t pick me for the line leader 

position. She said it wasn’t my turn.”  

○ Parent modeling paraphrasing: “So, I hear you asked your teacher about the line 

leader position, but it wasn’t your turn.”  

○ If you hear a subtext of feeling, as in this example, you can also reflect the 

feeling implied. Parent reflecting feeling: “I get the sense you were disappointed 

not to be chosen. Is that right?” 

● Explore the mind-body connection. Ask, “How does your body feel now?” See how 

descriptively they can list their physical signs of wellbeing. Now ask, “How does your 

body feel when you are worried or anxious?” Find out how your child feels and make the 

connection between those symptoms and the normal feelings they are having. 

● Think about challenges and your response. “What happens during those times when my 

child is particularly stressed?” or “How do my current actions or responses challenge 

each of us?”   



Step 2. Teach New Skills by Interactive Modeling 

● Model for yourself and your child will notice and learn. Here are some ways that you can 

deal with your own stress. 

○ Get exercise and fresh air.  

○ Practice deep breathing daily.  

○ Create quiet time.  

○ Set a goal for daily connection.  

○ Notice, name, and accept your feelings. 

○ “Stay on your own mat.” This is an expression from Yoga. It means taking 

responsibility for your own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors and not trying to 

control your children’s. Ask yourself, “What is my child developmentally ready to 

try out?”  

● Learn together! Understanding how your brain - for both adults and children - operates 

when feeling anxiety is critical in shaping your responses and offering supports for your 

child.  

● Fears typically relate to something in your life or future that is unknown. Learning more 

about the issue can reduce the fear.  

● Brainstorm coping strategies. 

● Work on your child’s feelings vocabulary.   

● Create a calm down space. 

● Design a plan to manage stress. 

● Teach your child how to stop rumination. When you notice the same upset running 

through your mind, teach your child to say “Stop!” out loud. Then, ask your child to try 

out one of their coping strategies to help them feel better and let go of those nagging 

thoughts.  

● Create a family gratitude ritual. 

Tip Deep breathing is not just a nice thing to do. It actually decreases the chemical that has 

flowed over your brain and allows you to regain access to your creativity, language, and logic 

rather than staying stuck in your primal brain. Practicing deep breathing with your child can offer 

them a powerful tool to use anytime, anywhere when they feel overcome with anxiety. 

 

Trap Though at times it can feel like it, there are no “bad” feelings. All feelings have a positive 

intention. In fact, every feeling you have is a vital message quickly interpreting what’s happening 

around you. Because feelings are merely that - an instant interpretation - you always have the 

opportunity to reinterpret your circumstances and particularly your response to your feelings. 

  



Step 3. Practice to Grow Skills and Develop Habits 

● Use “Show me…” statements. “Show me how you use your safe base to calm down.”  

● Recognize effort by using “I notice…” statements. “I noticed how you took some deep 

breaths when you got frustrated. That’s excellent!” 

● Include reflection on the day in your bedtime routine.  

● Proactively remind. You may whisper in your child’s ear, “Remember what we are going 

to say when we keep playing worries over and again in our mind? What is it?” 

Tip Remember how you typically feel at the end of a long day before bedtime when you’ve been 

really stressed about something? You may be internally beating yourself up for your own words 

and actions. Consider that your child might do the same. End the day with love. Although they 

need to hear it every day, they need to hear that you love them NO MATTER WHAT on those 

days in particular. You can rest assured that making a point of it will add to their resilience and 

strength. 

Step 4. Support Your Child’s Development and Success 

● Ask key questions. “You have a test coming up today. Do you remember what you can 

do to help yourself if you feel stressed?” 

● Learn about development.  

● Reflect on outcomes. “Seems like you couldn’t get to sleep last night because you had 

so much on your mind. Did you have a hard time paying attention in class? What could 

we do tonight to help?”  

● Stay engaged. Working together on ideas for trying out new and different coping 

strategies can help offer additional support and motivation for your child when tough 

issues arise.  

Step 5. Recognize Effort and Quality to Foster Motivation 

● Notice even small successes. “I noticed when you got frustrated with your homework, 

you moved away and took some deep breaths. Yes! Excellent.” 

● Recognize small steps along the way.  

● Build celebrations into your routine. Include hugs as ways to appreciate one another. 

 

Celebrate yourself for making it your parenting priority to work on cultivating the social and 

emotional skills that are most critical for your child’s success today and in their future!  
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